We present new, simple, fully distributed, practical algorithms with linear time communication cost for irregular gather and scatter operations in which processes contribute or consume possibly different amounts of data. In a simple, linear cost transmission model with start-up latency α and cost per unit β, the new algorithms take time 3⌈log 2 p⌉α + β i =r m i where p is the number of processes, m i the amount of data for process i, 0 ≤ i < p and process r, 0 ≤ r < p a root process determined by the algorithm. For a fixed, externally given root process r, there is a penalty of β( i =r m i − min 0≤i<p m i ) time steps in the worst case. The algorithms have attractive properties for implementing the operations for MPI. Standard algorithms using fixed trees take time either ⌈log 2 p⌉(α + β i =r m i ) in the worst case, or i =r (α + βm i ). We have used the new algorithms to give prototype implementations for the MPI Gatherv and MPI Scatterv collectives of MPI, and present benchmark results from a small and a medium-large InfiniBand cluster. In order to structure the experimental evaluation we formulate new performance guidelines for irregular collectives that can be used to assess the performance in relation to the corresponding regular collectives. We show that the new algorithms can fulfill these performance expectations with a large margin, and that standard implementations do not. * This work was in part supported by the Austrian FWF project "Verifying self-consistent MPI performance guidelines" (P25530).
Introduction
Gather and scatter operations are important collective operations for collecting and distributing data among processes in a parallel system with some chosen (and known) root process, e.g., row-column gather-scatter in linear algebra algorithms. The problems come in two flavors, namely a regular (or homogeneous) variant in which all processes contribute or consume blocks of the same size, and an irregular (on inhomogeneous) variant in which the blocks may have different sizes. For the irregular variant, the root process may or may not know the sizes of the blocks of data to be distributed to or collected from the non-root processes. While good algorithms and implementations exist for different types of systems for the regular problems, the irregular problems have been much less studied and often only trivial algorithms with less than optimal performance (for small to medium block sizes) are implemented. In this paper, we present new, simple algorithms for the irregular gather and scatter problems with many desirable that the root knows the size of all p data blocks, although the MPI Gatherv and MPI Scatterv operations do make this assumption and require this to be the case.
Our algorithms construct spanning trees of logarithmic depth, and need only the optimal ⌈log 2 p⌉ number of communication rounds for the tree construction, each round consisting of at most two communication steps. For the gathering or scattering of the data blocks, another at most ⌈log 2 p⌉ communication rounds are needed (we present some practical improvements for large block sizes). Trees are constructed in a distributed manner, with each processor working only from gradually accumulated information, with no dependence on global information (e.g., from the root) on the sizes of all other data blocks. The time for the root to gather or scatter all data blocks from or to the non-root processors is linear, namely ⌈log 2 p⌉α + β 0≤i<p,i =r m i , with a penalty of less than β( 0≤i<p,i =r m i −min 0≤i<p m i ) time steps in the worst case when the root is a fixed, externally given process (as in MPI Gatherv and MPI Scatterv). In contrast, for any fixed, block-size oblivious binomial tree it is easy to construct a worst case taking ⌈log 2 p⌉(α + β 0≤i<p,i =r m i ) time steps, namely by choosing m i = 0 for all processors except one being farthest away for the root. At all processors, blocks are always sent and received in order: Any receive operation receives a message consisting of blocks m k , m k+1 , . . . , m k+l . No, potentially costly, local reordering of blocks in message buffers is therefore necessary.
We have implemented our algorithms 1 to support the MPI Gatherv and MPI Scatterv operations, and evaluated them with different block size distributions on a small InfiniBand cluster under three different MPI libraries, and a medium-large InfiniBand cluster under the vendor (Intel) MPI library. In order to structure the comparison against the native MPI library implementations we formulate expectations on the relative performance as new, self-consistent performance guidelines [9, 16] . We can show that the new algorithms can in many situations significantly outperform the native MPI library, and overall much better fulfill the formalized performance expectations.
Problem and algorithm
We now present the algorithm for the irregular gather problem; the scatter algorithm is analogous. Each of the p processors has a data block of m i units that it needs to contribute to some root process r, 0 ≤ r < p. We organize the p processes in a ⌈log 2 p⌉-dimensional (incomplete), ordered hypercube which we use as a design vehicle, but communication can be between processors that are not adjacent in the hypercube. We let H d , 0 ≤ d ≤ ⌈log 2 p⌉ denote a d-dimensional (incomplete) hypercube consisting of (at most) 2 d processors. We say that the hypercube H d is ordered if the processors belonging to H d form a consecutive range [a2 d , . . . , a2 d +2 d −1] = [a2 d , . . . , (a+1)2 d −1] for a ∈ {0, . . . , ⌈p/2 d ⌉−1}. The ordered hypercube H d+1 consisting of processors [a2 d+1 , . . . , (a + 1)2 d+1 − 1] is built from two adjacent, ordered hypercubes H d and H d with processors [2a2 d , . . . , (2a+1)2 d −1] and [(2a+1)2 d , . . . , (2a+2)2 d −1]. If p is not a power of two, the last H d hypercube consists of the processors [(⌈p/2 d ⌉−1)2 d , . . . , p−1].
By an ordered hypercube gather algorithm for H d we mean an algorithm for H d in which a processor in one of the subcubes H d−1 which has gathered all data from the processors of this subcube sends all its data to a processor in the other subcube H d−1 which similarly has already gathered all data from that subcube. This processor will now have gathered all data in the hypercube H d and will become the root processor of H d . Note that this may require communicating along edges that do not belong to the hypercube, but of course do belong to the fully connected network. Lemma 1 For any H d , there exists an ordered hypercube gather algorithm that gathers the data to some root processor r in H d in dα + β i∈H d ,i =r m i time units.
Proof: The claim follows by induction on d. For H 0 the sole processor r ∈ H 0 already has the data m 0 and there is no further cost. Let H ′ d−1 and H ′′ d−1 be the two subcubes of H d . By the induction hypothesis there is a processor r ′ of H ′ d−1 that has gathered all data of
and a processor r ′′ that has gathered all data of
Of the two root processors r ′ and r ′′ , the one with the smaller gather time (with ties broken in favor of the hypercube with the smallest amount of data) sends its data to the other root processor. Say, r ′ is the root with t ′ ≤ t ′′ . Processor r ′ sends a message of i∈H ′
Adding to the time t ′′ already taken by the slower r ′′ to gather the data from
Since roots with smaller gather times sends to roots with larger gather times, communication can readily take place with no delay for the sending gather root processor to become ready. Since subcubes are ordered, the data blocks received at a new root can easily be kept in consecutive order. Note that for the gather times of the two roots r ′ and r ′′ , t ′ ≤ t ′′ if and only Proof: The construction of Lemma 1 is modified such that data are always sent to processor r if either r ′ = r or r ′′ = r. Processor r will therefore receive blocks from d−1 linear gather time subcubes H 0 , H 1 , . . . , H d−1 . We arrange these subcubes such that the root processor receives in increasing order of the gather times of the subcubes. Let H be the subcube with the largest gather time. The gather time for the root processor r is therefore given by the gather time of H plus the amount of data received from the d − 1 other subcubes in d − 1 communication rounds. In the worst case the gather time of H is bounded by α(d − 1) + β( i =r m i − min 0≤i<p m i ), namely when all large data blocks m i belong to H, and H has a small gather root with block size min 0≤i<p m i . Since the root processor receives from d − 1 other subcubes with smaller gather time before receiving from H, the remaining penalty is at most
The estimate of the worst case penalty is conservative, and the analysis can be improved. Nevertheless, the resulting construction is better than first gathering to the linear time root determined by Lemma 1 and then sending to the externally given root r which would incur an extra communication round and more data.
The communication structure of an ordered hypercube gather algorithm is a binomial tree with a particular numbering of the tree roots determined by the p data block sizes m i , 0 ≤ i < p. An example is shown in Figure 2 . This tree can be constructed efficiently as shown by the next lemma which is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Lemma 3
For any H d , the gather communication tree can be constructed in d communication rounds, each comprising at most two send and receive operations. Figure 1 : An iteration of the algorithm of Lemma 3 showing the communication necessary to join two adjacent, ordered hypercubes H ′ d and H ′′ d into the larger hypercube H d+1 . The fixed roots first exchange information on the gather times, the size of the root data blocks, and the identity of the gather roots in the respective subcubes. In the next step, the gather roots r ′ and r ′′ receive this information from their fixed roots, so that they can consistently determine which will be the gather root for H d+1 . Proof: The communication tree is constructed iteratively, maintaining the following invariant. Each H d has a predetermined, fixed root that can readily be computed by any processor, and a gather root r which will gather the data from H d as per Lemma 1. The fixed root and the gather root are not necessarily distinct processors. Both the fixed and the gather root processors know that they have this role and which processor has the other role, and each knows the total amount of data in H d . When the hypercube H d+1 is formed from H ′ d and H ′′ d , the fixed root of H ′ d knows which processor is the fixed root of H ′′ d and vice versa. The gather roots do not known the gather root of the other subcube (unless gather and fixed root is the same processor).
For all H 0 subcubes the invariant holds with fixed and gather root being the sole processor in H 0 . To maintain the invariant for H d+1 , the two fixed roots of the H d subcubes exchange information on their estimated gather time, the size the root data blocks, and the identity of the gather root processors. Both fixed roots can now determine which gather root will be the gather root of H d+1 , namely the gather root of the subcube with the largest gather time estimate i∈H d ,i =r m i (with ties broken arbitrarily, but consistently). The first time a fixed root of some H d by the exchange determines that it will become a gather root of H d+1 , this new gather root knows that it is a gather root. To maintain the invariant for the following iterations, if the gather root of H d does not know whether it will be the gather root of H d+1 , it receives information on the gather root in H d+1 from its fixed root in H d which per invariant knows the identity of the gather root in H d . By exchanging both the gather times i∈H d ,i =r m i and the sizes of the root data blocks m r , gather roots can compute the amount of data to be received in each communication round.
The construction takes ⌈log 2 p⌉ iterations in each of which pairwise exchanges between the fixed roots of adjacent hypercubes take place. After this, at most one transmission between each fixed root and its corresponding gather root is necessary, except for the first communication round where no such transmission is needed. Thus at most 2⌈log 2 p⌉ − 1 dependent communication operations are required. All information exchanged is of constant size, consisting of the gather time, the size of the root data block, and the identity of the gather root. ✷ As fixed root for a subcube H d consisting of processors [a2 d , . . . , (a+ 1)2 d − 1] we can choose, e.g., the last processor i = (a + 1)2 d − 1. For the fixed root of this H d to find the fixed root of its adjacent subcube, the d'th bit of i has to be flipped. If the d'th bit is a 1, the processor will survive as the fixed root of H d+1 . If the number of processors p is not a power of two, only the last processor p − 1 has to be specially treated. If a fixed root in iteration d, by flipping bit d, determines that its partner fixed root is larger than p − 1 it instead chooses p − 1 as fixed root in its adjacent, incomplete hypercube. In this iteration, processor p − 1 must be prepared to act as fixed root. In iteration d, if processor p − 1 has bit d set, it knows that some lower numbered fixed root has chosen p − 1 as fixed root, and this adjacent fixed root is (⌈p/2 d ⌉ − 1)2 d − 1. Otherwise, if bit d is not set, processor p − 1 has no role in iteration d.
Together, these remarks and the three lemmas give the main result.
Theorem 1 For any number of processors p, the irregular gather problem with root r and block size m i for processor i, 0 ≤ i < p can be solved in at most 3⌈log 2 p⌉α + β 0≤i<p,i =r m i communication time steps with a penalty of at most β( 0≤i<p,i =r m i − min 0≤i<p m i ) time steps.
The linear time gather trees can likewise be used for the irregular scatter problem. Also, both tree construction and communication algorithms can obviously be extended to k-ported communication systems, which reduces the number of communication rounds needed from ⌈log 2 p⌉ to ⌈log k+1 p⌉. It is perhaps worth pointing out that the constructions also provide ordered communication trees for the regular gather and scatter (as well as for reduction-to-root) operations with the optimal ⌈log 2 p⌉ number of communication rounds. If all processors know the common root r, tree construction can be done without any actual, extra communication.
MPI implementations
We have implemented the irregular gather algorithm in MPI with the same interface as the MPI Gatherv operation. We can thus readily compare our TUW Gatherv implementation against MPI Gatherv. We use the algorithm of Lemma 3 to construct a gather communication tree which we represent at each process as a sequence of receive operations followed by a send operation. We use non-blocking receives to better absorb delays by some MPI processes finishing late, such that the reception order is determined by the times the processes become ready. For non-root processes intermediate buffers gather data from the processes' children. Since the sizes of all received data are known by construction, and since it can be assumed that all children send rank ordered data blocks, it is easy to keep blocks stored in intermediate buffers in rank order. Since all processes in the MPI Gatherv operation must supply an MPI datatype describing the types and structure of their blocks, and all data blocks must eventually match the datatype supplied by the root process, it is possible to receive and send all intermediate data blocks with a correct MPI derived datatype. To this end, the signature datatype described in [15] can be used. Since blocks can be described by different types with different counts by different processes, it is important that the signature type used is a "smallest common block". At the root, the gathered data blocks must eventually be stored as described by the list of displacements and block sizes supplied in the root process' call of MPI Gatherv. This can be accomplished by constructing a corresponding indexed derived datatype for each of the children describing where the data blocks go. No explicit, intermediate buffering at the root is therefore necessary, and in that sense a zero-copy implementation of the gather algorithm is possible. If the root displacements describe a contiguous segment of blocks in rank order (as may be the case in applications), no such datatype is necessary, and the blocks can be received directly into their correct positions in the root receive buffer. Our prototype implementation works under this assumption.
Despite the linear gather time guaranteed by the algorithm, sending large data blocks multiple times through the gather tree incurs unnecessary, repeated transmission costs. Practical performance may be better if such large blocks are sent directly to the root process. We could implement graceful degradation behavior [13] by introducing a gather subtree threshold beyond which a subtree in the gather tree shall send its data directly to the root. In order for this to work, the tree construction algorithm is extended to also count, for each gather root, the number of subtrees that have exceeded the threshold. With this information, the root process knows how many subtrees will send data blocks directly to the root. For each of these subtrees, the root first needs to receive the size of the blocks, based on which the correct position of the block in the receive buffer can be computed and the block received.
A padding performance guideline for irregular collectives
Self-consistent MPI performance guidelines formalize expectations on the performance of given MPI operations by relating them to the performance of other MPI operations implementing the same functionality [16] . If a performance guideline is violated, it gives a constructive hint to the application programmer and the MPI library implementer how the given operation can be improved in the given context. Performance guidelines thus provide sanity checks for MPI library implementations, and can be helpful in structuring experiments [4, 9] .
In order to use regular collectives correctly, the application programmer must know that all processes supply the same data sizes and each process must know this data size. The irregular collectives have a weaker precondition: It suffices that each process by itself knows its data size with the only requirement that processes that pairwise exchange data must know and supply the same sizes. If an irregular collective is used in a situation where a regular one could have been used instead, we would expect the regular collective to perform better, or at least not worse in that situation. This is captured in the performance guideline for MPI Gatherv below.
MPI Gather(m) MPI Gatherv(m)
Here m is the total amount of data to be gathered at the root process, and the guideline states that in a situation where MPI Gather can be used (m i = m/p), this should perform at least as well as using instead MPI Gatherv, all other things (e.g., root process) being equal in the two sides of the equation. If the guideline is violated, which can be tested experimentally, there is something wrong with the MPI library, and the user would do better by using MPI Gatherv instead of MPI Gather. There are reasons to expect that the guideline is not violated. The MPI Gather operation is more specific, does not take long argument lists of counts and displacements, and good, tree-based algorithms exist and may have been implemented for this operation.
A common way of dealing with slightly irregular problems is to transform them into regular ones by padding all buffers up to some common size and solving the problem by a corresponding regular collective operation. The argument for having the specialized, irregular collectives in the MPI specification is that a library can possibly do better than (or at least as good as) this manual solution. Thus, we would like to expect that MPI Gatherv performs no worse than first agreeing on the common buffer size and then doing the regular collective on this, possibly larger common size. This is expressed in the second irregular performance guideline.
where m ′ = p max 0≤i<p m i is the total amount of data to be gathered by the regular MPI Gather as computed by the MPI Allreduce operation. Again, if experiments show this guideline violated, there is an immediate hint for the application programmer on how to do better: Use padding. Here we assume that the application programmer can organize his padded buffers such that no copying back and forth between buffers is necessary; this may not always be possible, so the guideline should not be interpreted too strictly but allow some extra slack on the right-hand side upper bound. Nevertheless, it constrains what should be expected by a good implementation of MPI Gatherv. The second guideline is particularly interesting for the regular case where m i = m/p. Here it says that the overhead for MPI Gatherv compared to MPI Gather should not be more than a single, small MPI Allreduce operation. This may be difficult for MPI libraries to satisfy, but indeed, if it is not, the usefulness of MPI Gatherv may be questionable.
The two performance guidelines give less trivial performance expectations against which to test our new algorithms instead of only comparing to the MPI Gatherv and MPI Gather implementations in some given MPI library.
Experiments
We give a preliminary evaluation of the TUW Gatherv implementation. We do this by comparing to MPI Gather and MPI Gatherv guided by the performance guidelines explained in Section 4.
We test our algorithm on gather problems of varying irregularity. Let b, b > 0 be a chosen, average block size (in some unit, here MPI INT). We have p MPI processes, and use as fixed Random: Each m i is chosen uniformly at random in the range [1, 2b] .
Spikes: Each m i is either ρb, ρ > 1 or 1, chosen randomly with probability 1/ρ for each process i. These problem types, except for the last, specifically always have m i > 0. This choice ensures that an implementation cannot take advantage of not having to send empty blocks. We perform a series of (weak scaling) experiments with b = 1, 10, . . . , 10 0000; the total problem size in each case is m = 0≤i<p m i and increasing linearly with p (except for the two blocks problems). For comparison with MPI Gather and for the padding performance Guideline (2), the padded block size is max 0≤i<p m i and the total size m ′ = p max 0≤i<p m i . For the spikes problems, we have taken ρ = 5.
Decreasing
In our experiments we perform 75 time measurements of each of the collective operations with 10 initial, not timed, warmup calls, and compute average and minimum times (the fastest completion time seen over the 75 repetitions). For the average times we have not done any outlier removal. Before each measurement, MPI processes are synchronized with the native MPI Barrier operation, and the running time of a measurement is the time of the slowest process, which for the gather operations is usually the root process. Our first test system is a small InfiniBand cluster with 36 nodes each consisting of two 8-core AMD Opteron 6134 processors running at 2.3GHz. The interconnect is a QDR Infini-Band MT26428. We have tried the implementations with three different MPI libraries, namely NEC MPI-1.3.1, MVAPICH2-2.2 and OpenMPI-2.0.1 using the gcc 4.9.2 compiler with -O3 optimization. We present the results in tabular form, see Table 1 , Table 2 and Table 3 . Running times are in microseconds (µs).
Average and minimum, best observed time differ considerably (which may be due to outliers), and comparison based on averages may not be well-founded. Nevertheless, the results show the three library implementations of the MPI Gather and MPI Gatherv operations to (surprisingly) differ considerably in quality. For MPI Gather, this can best be seen for the same problem type, where the NEC MPI minimum time is about 9000 µs and MVAPICH at 31000 µs with MVAPICH at 13000 µs for the largest problem instance. Also for the smaller problem sizes, the differences can be considerable. For all three libraries, it is also clear that MPI Gatherv is implemented with a trivial algorithm compared to MPI Gather; this makes MPI Gatherv an expensive operation for small problem sizes. On the other hand, the algorithms used for MPI Gather are not well chosen for large problem instances, where for all three libraries, the simple, direct to root implementations used for MPI Gatherv perform better. The trivial performance Guideline (1) is violated in such cases.
For the smaller instances of the irregular problem types, all libraries fail Guideline (2) with their MPI Gatherv implementations by large factors, whereas TUW Gatherv, except for the two blocks problems, easily fulfill the padding guideline, often by a considerable factor; the new TUW Gatherv implementation is faster than the library implementations often by factors of 5 to more than 20. There are even cases where TUW Gatherv is faster than the library MPI Gather implementations (seen for the same block size problem type).
Our second system is a medium-large InfiniBand/Intel cluster consisting of 2000 Dual Intel Xeon E5-2650v2 8-core processors running at 2.6GHz, interconnected with an InfiniBand QDR- 80 network 2 . The MPI library is Intel MPI 2017.1 and the compiler is gcc 5.3.0 with -O3. Results can be found in Table 4 and Table 5 for p = 1600 and p = 3200, respectively. The most conspicuous observation about this MPI library is the poor quality of both MPI Gather and MPI Gatherv, rendering our TUW Gatherv implementation almost two orders of magnitude faster. The TUW Gatherv implementation therefore satisfies Guideline (2) by a large margin, and MPI Gather fails the trivial Guideline (1) compared to TUW Gatherv by a very large factor.
Conclusion
This paper described new, simple algorithms for performing irregular gather and scatter operations as found in MPI in linear communication time, a considerable improvement over both fixed, data oblivious logarithmic depth trees and direct communication with the root. An experimental evaluation shows that the resulting implementation can, especially for overall small problem instances be considerably faster than current MPI library MPI Gatherv implementations by large factors. Our prototype implementations can readily be incorporated into existing MPI libraries.
The tree construction technique of Lemma 3 can be applied to other problems as well, for instance to construct good, problem dependent trees for sparse reduction operations [14] .
